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Emergency   Action   Plan  
This   emergency   action   plan,   hereafter   referred   to   as   EAP,   is   meant   as   a   guideline   and   resource  
for   Burgundar   L3C   staffers,   and   event   runners   in   the   event   of   a   real   life   emergency.   It   should   be  
noted   that   not   all   emergencies   can   be   prepared   for   and   that   not   every   answer   will   be   found   in  
this   policy.   Event   Runners   and   Burgundar   L3C   staffers   are   encouraged   to   familiarize  
themselves   with   local   emergency   services   and   have   designated   Emergency   Response   Officials  
to   coordinate   with   emergency   services.   
 

1. Medical   Emergency  
a. Stay   calm,   dial    911 .   Answer   the   dispatchers   questions.   The   address   to   the   site   is  

45   UPTON   RD,   HARRISON   MAINE,   04040 .  
b. Halt   your   game,   if   possible,   seek   out   if   any   attendants   have   medical   training.   It   is  

encouraged   for   you   to   identify   these   people   at   the   start   of   your   event.   
c. Send   two   runners   to   the   entrance   of   Burgundar,   at   Upton   RD   to   flag   down  

approaching   emergency   responders.   
d. Have   one   runner   stay   at   the   entrance   to   assist   additional   emergency   responders.   
e. Have   the   second   runner   guide   first   responders   to   the   injured   person(s).   
f. Call   a   member   of   the   Burgundar   L3C   staff,   if   one   is   not   readily   available   on   site  

already,   at   your   earliest   convenience   to   notify   them   of   the   incident.   
g. In   this   case   the   event   runner   decides   whether   or   not   the   event   will   continue.   

2. Fire   Emergency  
a. Stay   Calm,   dial    911 .   Answer   the   dispatchers   questions.   The   address   to   the   site   is  

45   UPTON   RD,   HARRISON   MAINE,   04040 .  
b. Move   yourself,   and   your   attendees   to   the   parking   lot.  
c. Attempt   to   do   a   head   count,   to   pass   on   to   first   responders   if   they   need   to   be  

searching   for   people.   
d. Call   a   member   of   the   Burgundar   L3C   staff,   if   one   is   not   readily   available   on   site  

already,   at   your   earliest   convenience   to   notify   them   of   the   incident.   
e. Only   a   Burgundar   L3C   staff   member   can   give   clearance   for   the   event   to   continue.   
f. Burgundar   L3C   staff   will   notify   the   Land   Owner   as   soon   as   possible.   

3. Physical   Violence/   Criminal   Action  
a. At   no   point   should   event   runners,   attendees   or   staffers   put   themselves   in   harms  

way.   If   they   choose   to   do   so   the   responsibility   and   results   are   fully   on   them.   
b. Move   to   safety,   and   call   911.   Answer   the   dispatchers   questions.   The   address   to  

the   site   is    45   UPTON   RD,   HARRISON   MAINE,   04040 .  
c. Send   two   runners   to   the   entrance   of   Burgundar,   at   Upton   RD   to   flag   down  

approaching   emergency   responders.   
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d. Have   all   non-involved   attendees   move   to   the   parking   lot   for   safety.   
e. Attempt   to   gather   as   much   information   as   possible   about   the   alleged   offender.   
f. Call   a   member   of   the   Burgundar   L3C   staff,   if   one   is   not   readily   available   on   site  

already,   at   your   earliest   convenience   to   notify   them   of   the   incident.   
g. In   this   case   the   event   runner   decides   whether   or   not   the   event   will   continue.   

4. Deadly   Violence   
a. In   today’s   world,   sometimes   we   must   prepare   for   acts   of   true   evil.   In   the   rare   case  

that   someone   at   a   Burgundar   Event   wishes   to   visit   deadly   force,   which   is   defined  
as   any   violence   that   may   result   in   the   loss   of   life,   limb   or   eyesight,   please   follow  
the    RUN,   HIDE,   FIGHT    safety   plan.   

b. Run:    If   possible,   and   without   exposing   yourself,   run   as   far   as   possible.   Your   goal  
is   to   put   as   much   distance   between   yourself   and   the   attacker.   All   directions  
around   the   Burgundar   Property   have   houses.   Do   not   stop   to   aide   friends   or  
injured.   Your   only   goal   is   to   move   away   from   the   area.   Once   you   are   away   from  
the   area,   CALL   911.   Answer   the   dispatchers   questions.   The   address   to   the   site   is  
45   UPTON   RD,   HARRISON   MAINE,   04040.  

c. Hide :   If   running   is   not   possible,   hide.   Do   everything   possible   to   conceal   or   fortify  
your   position.   Cover   yourself   in   leaves,   go   into   the   long   grass,   hide   indoors   and  
barricade   the   entrance.   Stay   low   and   quiet.   Do   not   reveal   yourself   until   cleared  
by   first   responders.   Keep   calm   and   keep   your   hands   showing   at   all   times   for  
police.   You   may   be   placed   in   handcuffs   or   restraints   until   the   police   are   sure   the  
true   offender   is   located   and   neutralized.  

d. Fight:    If   running   and   hiding   are   not   an   option,   as   a   very   last   resort,   you   MUST  
fight.   Give   yourself   every   advantage.   Use   anything   and   everything   as   a   weapon.  
Scrap   wood,   chairs,   bottles.   Throw   them   at   your   attacker   to   distract   him.  
Encourage   others   to   assist   with   loud   yelling.   Attempt   to   remove   the   weapon   from  
the   attacker,   or   disable   them.   

i. Leave   the   weapon   alone,   and   stay   clear   of   it.   Point   it   out   to   first  
responders   at   a   safe   distance.   

ii. If   you’ve   disabled   an   attacker,   but   fear   there   could   be   more,   re-evaluate  
your   situation   and   if   necessary,    RUN,   HIDE    or    FIGHT.   

e. This   event   is   cancelled   at   this   point.  
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